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Hosting Meetings Using Zoom 
 
Hosting meetings using Zoom can be as simple as arranging to chat with a friend or two over a 
video connection.  It can also be as complicated as transferring a rather large gathering with a 
varied agenda to a Zoom meeting space. 
 
As soon as you have installed Zoom on your computer, touch pad or smart phone, you can 
attend meetings for which you have access information.   Creating a Zoom account enables you 
to schedule meetings and invite others, regardless of whether the people you invite have zoom 
accounts themselves. 
 
This document assumes that you have Zoom installed on one or more of your devices 
(computer, touchpad or smartphone) and that you have successfully attended a Zoom meeting 
or two.   For help with Zoom, here are some general resources: 

Contacts and Troubleshooting 

 General help: https://support.zoom.us  
The formal support site for Zoom can be especially effective in conjunction with use of the 
“search” function.  Your search will lead you to topics covered in depth, often with tutorial 
videos and with reference to many device types. 

 Technical questions for help at First Parish 
Please e-mail our team of helpers at techhelp@firstparish.info  
Note: we can work more efficiently with you if you supply some basics in your email:  
 Your name 
 A good phone number 
 The device you are using to connect to Zoom 
 The nature of your question 

 Some introductory memos will be available through the First Parish UU Arlington website:  
https://firstparish.info.   Use the search function to locate documents on Start-up, Session 
Features, and Hosting Meetings, and, as our understandings grow, a local FAQ about Zoom 
use. 

 Information for reserving our virtual (zoom) meeting rooms: 
Please access the website at https://firstparish.info/news/fp-zoom-rooms/ 
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 Zoom Accounts 
 
You are not required to have a Zoom account to attend services or meetings using Zoom.  With the 
installation you have done, either for earlier purposes or just recently for First Parish events, you 
are on the way to using Zoom more broadly, including hosting your own meetings. To host a 
meeting, you must have established a Zoom account.   (See note at end for caveats on this.) 
 
Zoom gives you many paths to establishing an account, but you may not see a link along your 
particular path to meetings.  

 A surefire way to establish an account is through the homepage of 
Zoom: https://zoom.us.   On the homepage, look at the top right corner 
for the bright blue highlighted link:  “SIGN UP, IT’S FREE”   
 

 
  
After clicking the sign up link, you go through several steps to establish your account.   
 
Zoom will encourage you to upgrade to a paid account – you do not need to do this to host 
meetings.  You can return at any time to upgrade to a paid account if you decide you want one.    

 The free account is feature rich, but Zoom imposes a 40-minute time limit on all meetings of 
3 or more attendees.   

 The entry level paid zoom account (called “Pro”) costs $15 per month.  This account 
imposes a limit of 100 attendees and a 24-hour time limit.   See https://zoom.us for 
descriptions of additional account types. 
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Important Preliminaries to Hosting 
 

● Read the Zoom security memo. https://blog.zoom.us/wordpress/2020/03/20/keep-uninvited-

guests-out-of-your-zoom-event/   The information provided  is particularly relevant for 
hosting.  Read it before you adjust your global settings as described below.   
Important: Not securing your session as described in the security memo can leave you open 
to random people on the internet crashing your Zoom session and posting potentially 
offensive materials for all attendees to view. 

 
● With your Zoom account, sign in at zoom.us.  

 (“SIGN IN” is on top bar of zoom.us homepage,  
immediately to the right of the bright blue “SIGN 
UP” logo.)   
 

● Once you are signed in, take advantage of two features in the left navigation bar.  
● Edit your profile to add an image.  During sessions, whether you are hosting or a 

participant, this image will show in the participants’ window and in gallery and 
speaker views when you have turned video off. 

○ Check “Settings”  -- read these long lists carefully 
-- here you set the defaults for meetings you host.   
You can change some settings during meetings as you host, 
and you return to adjust your default settings through a 
sign in at zoom.us as you learn more.  Some capabilities are 
not available to you unless you enable them in this zoom.us 
settings window. 

 
The length of the setting list can be off-putting -- many involve 
security, and the https://blog.zoom.us/wordpress/2020/03/20/keep-

uninvited-guests-out-of-your-zoom-event/ may help in sorting them out.   
Time spent with these settings is important.   As you gain experience you 
can return to review and refine your default settings. 
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The Settings Window has three tabs: Meeting, Recording, Telephone.    All three have important 
settings.  We sample a few settings from each and advise you to look through the entire list under 
each to tab to establish your session defaults. 
 
Meeting 
 
Features Available in Zoom Meetings only if Enabled in Settings 

● Breakout room:  Allow host to split meeting participants into separate, smaller rooms 
● Nonverbal feedback: the “reactions” icon 
● Screen sharing: Allow host and participants to share their screen during meetings 
● Co-host:  Allow the host to add co-hosts. Co-hosts have the same in-meeting controls as the 

host. 
 
Settings Relating to Beginning a Meeting 

● Waiting room:  Attendees cannot join a meeting until a host admits them individually from 
the waiting room. (disables “Join before host”) .  This is a recommended security -- it 
disables the “Join before host” option. 

 
Recording 
 
Pay Close Attention to Recording Settings  
Zoom converts recordings to video and audio formats that are very easy to read and distribute.   
Set your defaults with caution and privacy considerations in mind. 

 
Telephone     
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Scheduling a Meeting  (from perspective of local installation of Zoom) 
While “profile” and “settings” are most easily handled in the online interface at zoom.us, remaining 
steps in hosting can be handled in the Zoom installation on your local system.  We will illustrate the 
process from that perspective. 
 
Sign in -- on your desktop/touchpad Zoom.  Generally once you are signed in on your own device, 
you will stay signed in.  When you are signed in, you will see your image in the top right corner of 
your screen, and you will see this opening screen on your local interface.  There are four options. 

 
New Meeting:   Use this choice to go immediately into your 
personal meeting space from which you can begin a 
meeting.  This is great for spontaneous conversations. From 
within that, you can “invite” participants, using an email 
which Zoom will fill in with access information.  You can 
edit the mailing before you send it.   
 
Join: Click this choice to join a meeting -- you will need the 
meeting ID (and password if one is required.)   
Note: This is probably a less-used alternative. More often, 
you may come into meetings though links in an emailed  
invitation -- these links call up your zoom program and 
supply the meeting ID and password for you. 
 

Schedule: This is your strongest tool for establishing a meeting.  Click this button to set up a 
meeting in advance, specifying date and time.  It then gives you a text with access information to 
paste into an email or onto a calendar.   There are many options on the Schedule screen and we 
will review them in detail on the next page. 
 
Share screen: offers a facility you are more likely to use from the meeting tool bar, but you could 
experiment with it to understand its usefulness from this “front porch” perspective. 
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Notes: 
 You will have a drop-down calendar 
for establishing your date. 
 With a free account, you are limited 
to a meeting time of 30 minutes if you 
have more than two participants.  
Note: Zoom is loosening this restriction 
for certain categories of users,  
e.g. K-12 educators during the Covid19 
shutdown. 
 Recurring meetings rely on calendar 
settings for administration. 
 Video and audio options set here 
can be adjusted during the meeting. 
 Security advice:  Generate a Meeting 
ID automatically and require a 
password.  This information will be 
included in your invitation text. 

 
 
 
 

 
Advanced Options 
 
Enable waiting room --  
with this checked, guests arriving will see a “Please wait 
for the host to admit you” notice.  You will be able to 
individually admit your participants earlier than the 
official start time or “admit all” once the meeting has 
started.   You will get an email if someone is waiting for 
you.  (Our church service has Waiting Room turned on so 

that parishioners are not watching last minute setups.)  Zoom highly recommends using this 
feature to prevent unwanted participants is a link is shared outside the intendend participants. 
 
Enable join before host -- with this checked, guests may come early and chat among themselves 
before the host arrives.  This can be a lovely way for letting people drift and be together in advance 
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of formalities.  (Our Lectio and Spirit Talk sessions start this way, but the setting may change as we 
become more security conscious.)  “Enable Waiting Room” disables this choice. 
 
Mute participants on entry -- great for keeping latecomers from inadvertently interrupting a 
meeting in progress.  Unmuting for conversation can be done by the participants, unless the host 
has set  “mute all” to focus on a particular speaker. 
 
Only Authenticated Users Can Join   This option would require that all participants have a Zoom 
account and be signed in to Zoom.   (an unlikely choice in our First Parish environment.) 
 
When you’ve made all your choices for the meeting click ”Schedule” to finalize the process.   

 
Your next screen will confirm the meeting  date and time and include text for you to “Copy to the 
clipboard”  for pasting into your invitations to participants.  (Note this information will be available 
to you later from your Zoom home screen. 
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Host a Meeting 
There are really only three steps to hosting the meeting you have scheduled: 

1. Log into Zoom (often you stay logged in from session to session.) 
2. From your list of Scheduled Meetings, click “Start” on the one coming up  

(click on the … next to the meeting title for more information and options.) 

 
3. When the meeting is over, “End the meeting.” 
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Host Abilities 
 
During the meeting, you, as host, have significant flexibility for changing or enhancing the meeting.  
Most of your options are available on the control bar, which differs from the one described in 
“Using Zoom at FPUUARL – Session Features” -- review this at https://firstparish.info. 
 

 
 
Here the “Invite” icon takes on more meaning -- as host you may find it very useful for bringing 
additional participants in, or for reminding someone you expected who has not arrived.  You will be 
inviting/reminding via an email with a template of information supplied by Zoom. 
 
Instead of “Participants” you see “Manage Participants,” and when you click the “Manage 
Participants” icon and bring up the Participants’ list, you will see different options.   
 
 
 

Here’s the bottom of the  Participants’ window, 
with the options you see when you click “more” 
showing at the bottom right:  
 
 

 
 
 

As host, you will be able to mute and unmute all 
participants, excluding the host.  
 
 You control participants’ ability to unmute  and 
rename themselves, changing the label on their image.   
 
And, you can lock your meeting if you like to avoid the 
disruption of latecomers.   
 
 

If you have co-hosting enabled from your settings window, you can assign one or more cohosts.    
(With co-hosts selected when you “mute all”, your co-hosts can continue to speak -- this is the way 
our FP services are handled with duties shared among leaders.)  
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Screen Sharing  is a very powerful feature of Zoom.  As you are learning about hosting meetings, 
experiment with Screen Sharing.  You may share a window from a program running on your 
system, such as a Power Point  or a video presentation. Possibilities abound.   
 
 
You, as host, control 
who may share 
screens.   
 
To select options, click the up-arrow next 
to the “Share Screen” icon.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 If you plan to share a screen during a meeting, consider having the window[s] you will share up 
and running before you start the meeting so that you can bring your shares up quickly.  When 
you click on “Share screen” you will see a window offering you the application windows 
currently running on your system.  Click on the application you want, and then click on “Share” 
in the lower right.   
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After you hit “Share” you return to your Zoom session.   You and all your participants will see the 
screen you have shared.  Each of you can move elements around for easiest viewing. 
 
 Keep in mind, you are sharing  a running version of a program, not just an image of that program.  
In this example, a piece of music is being shared in the MuseScore application.  The person sharing 
this screen could edit the piece of music, change the tempo, transpose to a different key, and could 
play the song for the meeting to sing along. 

 
 
Your imagination will go in very different directions.  Experiment with this facility and enjoy it. 
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Breakout Rooms     
Among the settings you may establish for your sessions is a critical one:  “Allow breakout rooms”.  
This feature will show on your hosting toolbar only if you have enabled it through your session 
settings!  If you plan to have meetings with, say, nine or more participants, you may want to host 
part of your meeting in small groups.  
 
 Breakout Rooms are easy to establish --  
here’s the screen you will see first:   
You will see the number of participants and 
decide how many rooms you want (max 50).    

● You decide whether participants will be 
assigned automatically (randomly) to a 
room or by you as host. 

 
Hit “Create Rooms” 
 NB  If you are in a meeting in which breakout 
rooms will be used more than once, after the 
first breakout, you will see the option “Recreate 
breakout rooms.”  If you do this, you’ll have a fresh start and you can change the number of rooms, 
perhaps adjusting to a change in people still in the meeting.   If you do not “recreate rooms,” your 
participants will return to the same room they were in before. 
 
After you hit “Create Rooms.”  You will see your participants assigned to rooms in a breakout 
rooms window.   At the bottom of the screen you will see a tool bar. 

Before you “Open All 
Room” check the 
“Options”  -- these provide 
important flexibility. 
 You can move 
participants into 
breakout rooms 
automatically instead of 
inviting them to join 
(Fewer may get lost that 
way.) 
● You can let 
participants return to 
the main room any time 
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● You can set the length of time your breakout rooms will be available  
● If you have set a length of time for your breakout rooms, you can request that you be notified 

before the breakout rooms close  (and you’ll have the option to allow the rooms to continue 
until you close them manually.) 

● You can set the time for a countdown warning when the breakout rooms are about to close. 
 
Once you are satisfied with your options, hit “Open All Rooms” and your participants will either be 
put directly into breakout rooms or be invited to join one. 
 
As host, you will find yourself alone in the main room.  Via the Breakout Rooms screen you have 
several capabilities. 

 You may see the rooms and the list of participants in each. 
 You may join the room of your choice.   You may leave one room and join another.  
 You may admit persons coming late to the meeting to an ongoing breakout room. 
 You may move a person from one room to another. 
 You may send a message to all participants in the breakout rooms. 

 
  
The “Reactions” icon allows participants to put one of two “positive” icons at the top left of 
their image on the session screen.   This feature is enabled in your account profile settings 
under the label: Non-verbal Communication.  You will not see the reactions button if you 
have not enabled Non-verbal Communication in your settings. 
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Ending or Leaving a Meeting -- a little more complicated for the host 
 
Another host toolbar 
element which differs 
from the participants tool 
bar is the one furthest 
right:  “End Meeting.”   
For participants this reads 
“Leave Meeting.”    
If you click on “End 
Meeting” you will see the 
following screen: 
 
 
If you would like the meeting to continue without you, hit “Cancel” and return to your session.  
 
Bring up your “Manage 
Participants” window.  
 
 Highlight one of your 
participants (not much choice in 
this example) and then hit 
“More>” to bring up additional 
options.  Say “Make Host”.    
This participant becomes the 
host.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your tool bar option will now read “Leave Meeting” and you can leave while the meeting 
continues. The newly appointed host is in charge and can end the meeting.  
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After Thoughts and Tips for Hosts 

 
Hosting Zoom Meetings  
Refining the earlier notes about setting up an account so that you can host meetings.  I quote a 
local sage: 

In order to be a host, you need either login access to the account (in which you can find the host 
key) or the host key.  The host key, allows someone to host a meeting without having full access to 
the account.  Hosts can then confer co-host to anyone during the meeting.  Co-hosts have the ability 
to initiate breakout rooms, as do hosts. 

So, you may be given access to an institutional account and could sign in either online or in your local zoom 
application to schedule or start a meeting.  If you have been given a “host key” for a particular meeting you 
have joined, you will be able to “claim host”, using the participants’ list. 
 
Working with Co-hosts 
 
During a meeting, you are hosting, you, and only you, as host, can make a participant a co-host. The 
co-host can admit people from the waiting room and perform many, but not all, functions that the 
host can. 
As soon as you make a person co-host, the person’s listing moves to the top of to the participants’ 
list, just below your own. 
 
Muting 

 Participants should know how to mute and unmute their own microphones.    
 Hosts and co-hosts can often, but not always, perform this function for participants, either 

through the participants’ list or via the … on the participant’s picture or named square. 
 From the “Manage Participants” window, hosts and co-hosts can “mute all” and “unmute 

all”.  This is a valuable tool during programs. Note that it is significant who uses it. 
o The individual pressing “mute all” is NOT muted, but ALL other participants are, 

including the host and other co-hosts. 
o Therefore, it is most efficient for the person who will be presenting to press “mute 

all”.  If a “host” does this for the presenting “co-host”, the presenter is muted and 
the host must immediately unmute the presenting co-host. 

 
Polling and Co-Hosts 
Polls are built online for particular meetings.  If the meeting is “recurring” the polls can be kept and 
used multiple times. 
Be careful about co-hosts in a meeting involving polls.  Neither the host, nor the co-hosts, can 
participate in a poll.  (You may want to demote co-hosts at the time of polling.) 


